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Abstract Web-scale digital assets comprise millions or billions of documents. Due
to such increase, sequential algorithms cannot cope with this data, and parallel and
distributed computing become the solution of choice. MapReduce is a programming
model proposed by Google for scalable data processing. MapReduce is mainly
applicable for data intensive algorithms. In contrast, the message passing interface
(MPI) is suitable for high performance algorithms. This paper proposes an adapted
structure of the MapReduce programming model using MPI for multimedia index-
ing. Experimental results are done on various multimedia applications to validate our
model. The experiments indicate that our proposed model achieves good speedup
compared to the original sequential versions, Hadoop and the earlier versions of
MapReduce using MPI.
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1 Introduction

Web-scale digital assets comprise millions or billions of documents. This huge
amount of data needs to be indexed, stored, analyzed and visualized to allow easy
access and extraction of information to benefit to a large public. Current sequential
algorithms cannot handle such volume. Hence, the role of parallel and distributed
computing become more important to help in assisting the management of large
volumes of data.

Google is the leading search engine and uses a cluster of thousands of machines
to handle their data in parallel. In 2004, Google proposed the MapReduce [5]
programming model for large data processing in parallel. MapReduce is composed of
only two functions, the first one is the map function which processes (key,value) pairs
to generate intermediate (key,value) pairs. These intermediate pairs are grouped
together with respect to their key to produce (key,list(values)) tuples. Then, each
tuple is passed to a reduce function, which does some analysis. There are many
applications with a similar workflow including, inverted indexing [17], k-means [9],
sorting and PageRanking [5].

Hence, MapReduce is suitable for data intensive applications; data is divided into
groups and each machine processes independently its part. In contrast, MPI is a
message passing library designed to function on parallel machines. MPI launches
independent processes of an algorithm on each machine, in which the processes are
connected using MPI by moving data from the address space of a certain process to
another efficiently. MPI supports collective operations, remote memory access and
parallel I/O. MPI is the abbreviation of Message Passing Interface and it is useful for
high performance applications. It has many implementations like MPICH2 [19] and
OpenMPI [8], but all of them follow MPI standards [18].

Most of the current applications depend on two types of parallelization: data
parallelization and algorithmic parallelization [15, 23]. From there, it seems sensible
to build a library supporting the two types. In the same library, we can combine the
advantages of the MapReduce programming model with the efficient communication
capabilities of MPI. We propose the MRO-MPI model (MapReduce overlapping
using MPI) an idea to speed up the MapReduce model by avoiding its bottlenecks
using MPI.

In the original implementation [5], the reduce function has to wait for the map
function to finish before it can start processing. If the map function is slow for
any reason, this will affect the whole running time as the reducers will wait. Our
model is based on running the map and reduce functions concurrently in parallel
by exchanging partial intermediate data between them in a pipeline fashion. Hence,
the map and reduce functions works in parallel to achieve a good speedup. We
have implemented our idea and applied it on three different applications. The first
application is the WordCount example [5] to measure its effectiveness relative to
the recent MapReduce implementations. The second application operates on a large
number of text (XML) excerpts related to images from the ImageNet corpus. The
third application for indexing high dimensional large scale multimedia data based on
permutation indexes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the
related work. A brief background about MPI and MapReduce is given in Section
3. In Section 4, we detail the main idea about our methodology. In Section 5, our
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results are presented for our three applications (Sections 5.1–5.3). Then, we conclude
in Section 6.

2 Related work

2.1 MapReduce and MPI

The original MapReduce framework is detailed in [5]. Hadoop [26] is the most
successful implementation of MapReduce. It is used in many companies like Ama-
zon, Yahoo! and IBM. Hadoop is written in Java and supports parallel applications
written in Java, Python and C. It also provides a distributed file system called
(HDFS).

Hoefler et al. [12] made the first attempt to write MapReduce using MPI. They
provided strategies for implementing MapReduce using blocking, non blocking and
collective operations based on the original MapReduce model. They also built on
MPI-2.2 and MPI-3 features to improve MapReduce. Plimpton and Devine [21]
released the first public library for MapReduce using MPI. Their architecture exactly
follows the original MapReduce model. Ahmad et al. [1] provide MaRCO, which
is a plugin of Hadoop to provide communication overlap between the map, the
shuffle, and the reduce phases to improve the performance. They were able to
achieve good speed up comparing to Hadoop. Lu et al. [16] gave a good analysis on
the Hadoop communication and implemented the original MapReduce model using
MPI. The results showed that they obtained a good speed improvement comparing
to Hadoop based on MPI communications. Jaliya et al. [7] proposed Twister, which
is an iterative implementation of MapReduce. It is based on publish/subscribe
messaging infrastructure for communication and data transfer. They achieved good
performance comparing to Hadoop and other MapReduce implementations.

The main difference between our proposition and earlier work lies in the fact that
we have modified the MapReduce model to achieve speed up using MPI.

By our idea, the map and reduce function works concurrently. The work done
in [1, 7, 16] are similar to our model. However compared to [1], we emancipate
from Hadoop as it has problems in connecting with C and C++ code. Authors in
[16] provided an overlapping between the mapping and the communication phases,
but without any details about the rate of sending the data, the ratio of mappers
to reducers in case they are working together and the way of handling different
applications. Concerning [7], we combined the main model with MPI, which is widely
used in most of parallel algorithms now, and gives the programmer the ability to
build an application that depends on data and algorithmic parallelization. In our
model, we propose the idea of overlapping the map, the communication and the
reduce phases with a more detailed policy for the communication and data exchange.
We also compare our model to Hadoop and earlier implementations of MapReduce
using MPI “MPI-MapReduce” [21], based on different applications.

2.2 Multimedia indexing

For experiments part, we use our model on different multimedia applications.
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2.2.1 Inverted f iles

The inverted file is an indexing data structure for text collections [27]. It is composed
of two elements: the dictionary and the inverted list. The dictionary is a lexico-
graphically sorted list containing a list of unique terms appearing in the corpus.
Every term is then associated with a list (posting list) containing the references to
the documents where this term appears. Further, for each document, a weight is
given that reflects the importance of the term into the document, in the context of
the complete collection. The TF-IDF weighting scheme [27] is used in information
retrieval and text-mining. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate
how important a word is to a document in a corpus. Inverted files are also at
the basis of a number of multimedia indexing strategies, aligned with the bag-of-
keypoints representation model [4]. We are developing a large-scale interactive
multimedia retrieval system based on learning user preferences [3, 28]. We wish to
integrate an efficient distributed indexing strategy based on inverted files within our
framework.

McCreadie et al. [17] show a good analysis and different ways of building inverted
index using MapReduce and Hadoop. We will use one of their methodologies, but
based on our proposed MRO-MPI model against Hadoop.

2.2.2 Approximate similarity search

The way of answering users’ queries depends on the search scenario. The “exact
match” scenario is commonly used, where the system retrieves all matches to a given
query from the database. Nowadays, this way of answering the query is not the most
useful for some applications such as text plagiarism to track the similarity between
an article against a database of texts, multiple genome comparison to find all the
similarities between one or more genes, and multimedia retrieval to find the most
similar picture or video to a given example. The similarity search paradigm [14] is
more applicable on these models. For a query q and a data collection D, similarity
search sorts all the data items by similarity to the given query according to a given
distance function d : D × D −→ �. The most relevant objects to the query are the
k-top ranked objects (k-NN query) or the objects located within a distance range ρ

from the query (range query). Several techniques have been developed for improving
the performance of the similarity search problem [29]. One of the research topics still
attracting interest is the scalability of similarity search for high-dimensional data.
Different approaches have been proposed to attack the curse of dimensionality [24].
One of the most promising routes is the approximate similarity search [13, 20]. It
proposes solutions to improve the performance when handling high dimensional data
at the price of effectiveness.

Permutation-based indexes are the most recent technique for approximate sim-
ilarity search [2, 10]. Here, We propose three distributed implementations for
indexing permutation-based indexes using inverted files. We describe our ideas
and have tested them on high dimensional datasets, which consist of millions of
objects based on our proposed MRO-MPI model against normal parallelization
using MPI.
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3 MapReduce and MPI

3.1 MapReduce

The execution of the MapReduce model is done through four stages, as follows (see
also Fig. 1):

1. Mapping: A user-defined map function M starts simultaneously in parallel on
different machines. Each Map function is responsible for a chunk of input
data. The map functions process these input data and emits intermediate (key,
value) pairs : M : (Kr × Vr) �→ (Km × Vm). These intermediate pairs are saved
locally. A master machine monitors all the mapping functions. When it receives
a termination signal from all the mappers, it starts to assign reducers tasks by
defining a key, or range of keys for each reducer to work on them.

2. Shuffling: Reducers communicate with the mappers through remote procedure
calls to gather all the intermediate (Km, Vm) pairs based on the key, or within the
range of keys assigned to them. This process requires all-to-all communication as
the intermediate keys are distributed on different machines.

3. Merging: Each reducer then starts to merge the pairs, based on identical inter-
mediate keys to produce (Km, list(Vm)) tuples.

4. Reducing: The tuples are passed to a user-defined reducing function R one by
one to emit the output O, which is distributed on different machines: R : (Km ×
list(Vm)) �→ O.

Thus, MapReduce brings a simple and powerful interface for data parallelization,
by keeping the user away from the communications and exchange of data, as this is
directly handled by the framework. The user only needs to write the map and reduce
functions.

Fig. 1 MapReduce consists of four phases: 1 mapping, 2 shuffling, 3 merging, and 4 reducing
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Table 1 Example of most
common MPI functions

MPI Method Description

MPI_Send() Send data directly to a certain process
MPI_Recv() Receive data from a certain process
MPI_Gather() Gather data from different precesses
MPI_Scatter() Scatter data on the processes
MPI_Bcast() Broadcast data on all processes

3.2 MPI

MPI is a message passing standard for parallel programming [11]. A program written
with MPI runs on all machines concurrently as a separate processes, where each
process has a unique rank. Within the program, the programmer has to define the
work done by each process and how the processes communicate with each other. MPI
supports point-to-point, one-to-all, all-to-one and all-to-all communications. Table 1
shows examples of commonly used functions.

In general, MPI is suitable for solving dependent algorithms where machines need
to exchange data during the execution. Full understanding of parallel programming
and the library is required in order to use MPI. In contrast, MapReduce is suitable
for independent algorithms where there is no need to exchange data between the
machines during the execution. MapReduce is based on a number of sequential
steps, but each step run over a number of machines in parallel to get maximum
performance.

4 Map-Reduce overlapping using MPI (MRO-MPI)

4.1 MapReduce and MPI bottlenecks

The original model for MapReduce [5] has at least three bottlenecks:

Dependence: the reducers cannot start before the mappers are done, which affects
the total performance of the system. In case one of the mapping functions is slower
than the others, all the reducers have to wait.

Disk access: writing the intermediate (Km, Vm) pairs during mapping, and reading
these pairs again during reducing influences the performance especially if the
emitting is done at a high rate.

All-to-All communication: excessive communication between all the machines needs
to be done during the shuffling phase to create the (Km, list(Vm)) tuples. The
running time of this phase depends on the number of intermediate pairs.

At the same time, MPI is missing the simplicity; it is not easy to handle. The
parallelization of a sequential application using MPI requires reconstruction of the
algorithm. This means that the programmer has to specify the work done by each
process and how these processes communicate among each other. That requires
rearranging the functions and the values in order to get the best performance.
Also, sending many small chunks affects the performance, which sometimes become
slower than the sequential algorithm, because of the communication latency and the
bandwidth limitations.

In our MRO-MPI model, we override the main bottlenecks from the original
MapReduce model to get better performance, and at the same time we maintain
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the usability and the simplicity of MapReduce and keep the user away from MPI
complex functions.

4.2 MRO-MPI model

The main idea behind our model is to overlap the mapping and the reducing phases
by sending partial intermediate data in a pipeline fashion. Simply, when available,
each mapper sends partial intermediate (Km, Plist(Vm)) pairs to the responsible
reducers. The reducer then works on this partial data and waits for more data, until
all the mappers are done. With this model, we rule out the multiple read/write.
As the mapper continuously sends the partial data directly to the reducers, there
is no need to save intermediate data locally. Hence, the shuffling phase is merged
with the mapping phase instead of doing it on separate step. The main gain is the
simultaneous execution of the map and reduce functions. As opposed to the original
model, the reducers do not wait until the mappers finish their work, which diminishes
the running time and gives a good speed up as demonstrated in Section 5.1. Figure 2
illustrates our idea of overlapping.

4.3 Technical implementation

In MPI, the sender has to define the rank of the process that receives the data; which
is a unique integer number assigned to each MPI running process for identification.
In addition to that, the type of the sent data should be defined. At the same time, the
receiver has to be ready and informed about the received data. Thus, this decreases
the usability of MapReduce using MPI if we left it to the user. In our prototype, we
keep the user away from the MPI complexities. Figure 3 shows the architecture of our
prototype. The Map and Reduce sides are divided into two parts; user and system.
The user side is the part where the programmer writes the mapping function. The
system side is the part which is responsible to handle the communication and data
merging. Our model based on three steps as follows:

Mapping and Shuffling: The mapping is exactly like the original one. The map func-
tion emits (Km, Vm) pairs. The Km of each pair is passed to a partitioning function:

Fig. 2 MRO-MPI: the
mappers and reducers work in
parallel and partial data is sent
in a pipeline fashion
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Fig. 3 MRO-MPI: technical
details

Partitioning : (Km) �→ (hkeyl). The partitioning function is used to distribute the
keys on the reducers. The output range of the function is based on the number
of the reducers; for L reducers the range is: 0 → L. The default function is a
“Hash” function, which is similar to hashPartitioner in Hadoop, but also it can
be replaced by user-defined hash function. For the main “Hash” function, hash
collisions occurs as the number of keys is more than the number of the reducers,
but it happens with equal distribution to roughly make equal load balancing of
the keys on the reducers. The (hkeyl, (Km, Vm)) pairs are saved in a local hash
table for each mapper. Each hkeyl is associated with a list of various (Km, Vm)

pairs:

MapHashtable : (hkeyl) → ((Ki, V1), (Ki, V2), (Ki+1, V1), . . . (Km, Vm)).

There are l counters C0−l , each counter is assigned to a hash key hkeyl . The
counters are used to count the size of pairs associated to each hkeyl . Every time
a new pair is emitted, counter Chkeyl is incremented by the size of the emitted
(key,value) pairs and then the counter is checked if it is greater than a threshold
value T, which is user-defined depends on the network connection. If so, the
partial data is concatenated as one chunk and sent directly to the responsible
reducer which has a rank hkeyl . Sending Data in MPI is based on the MPI Data
types like MPI_INT, MPI_CHAR,..., etc. [11]. Additionally, MPI gives the user
the ability to construct his own data types based on the original ones, which is
called “derived data types” [11]. In our prototype, we have tested concatenating
the pairs into one CHAR array against defining our MPI derived data type of a
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simple structure consists of a CHAR array as a word and an INT as a value. We
found that good performance is achieved when the data is sent as a CHAR array
(see Section 5.1). Hence, we combine all the data as one CHAR array and send it
to the responsible reducer.

Receiving and Merging: All Reducers are actors, which means that they are ready to
receive pairs from any mapper. The received data contains multiple intermediate
various (Km, Vm) pairs. These pairs are then organized with respect to their key
using a hash table. The key of this hash table is the intermediate key and the
value is a list of intermediate values received in this partial list and related to
this key:

ReduceHashTable : Km → Plist(Vm).

Reducing: In reducing, we have two scenarios we enumerate them as partial and full
reducing. In partial reducing, the reduce function can process partial intermediate
data (Km, Plist(Vm))(e.g. sum function). For full reducing, the reduce function
needs the full intermediate data (Km, list(Vm)) (e.g. max or average functions).
Hence, we set another parameter to the user to define how the reduce function
processes the intermediate pairs (e.g. full or partial).
For the two scenarios, after saving the data or the partial results, the system calls
the receiving function again and this process continues until all the data is received
from the mappers. When mapping is done and last partial data are reduced, output
data are saved on the local hard disk of each reduce process.

Hence in our model, the three phases run in parallel on different machines and
continue until the mapping is done. The user has to define the number of mappers,
the number of reducers, the reducing type and the threshold value T. The ratio
between the mappers and the reducers affects the performance of the model. A good
ratio between the mappers and the reducers with analysis and the effect of changing
the T value are given in the next section based on different applications.

5 Experimental results

We have conducted large-scale experiments to test the validity of our model. Our
results section is divided into three subsections. In Section 5.1, We have implemented
the WordCount example with our MRO-MPI model and compared it to Hadoop and
MR-MPI [21], which is the only public implementation of MapReduce using MPI.

In Section 5.2, we used our MRO-MPI model to index 9,319,561 text (XML)
excerpts related to 9,319,561 images from 12-million ImageNet corpus [6] and
compared the running time with Hadoop. The XML files size is 36 GB.

In Section 5.3, we used our model to index 4,594,734 (84-dimensional) color
features related to 4,594,734 images from the 12-million ImageNet corpus [6].

MPICH2 is installed on a Linux cluster of 20 DualCore computers (40 cores in
total) holding each 8 GB of memory and 512 GB of local disk storage, led by a master
8-core computer holding 32 GB of memory and a TeraByte storage capacity. Hadoop
is also installed on the same machines with HDFS block size of 128 MB.
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5.1 Word count

WordCount simply counts the occurrence of words in different documents. The
map function emits (word, 1) pairs, where word is the key and 1 represent the
value. The input data size varies from 0.2 to 53 GB from project Gutenberg [22].
For this example, we use 48 cores, 24 as mappers and 24 as reducers for our
model. The threshold value T is empirically set to 10,000. For Plimpton and Devine
implementation [21], the 48 cores are used as mappers then as reducers, as there is
no overlapping like ours. A copy of the input data is located on all the nodes of the
cluster. In our cluster, each node has two cores. Hence, each two cores have an access
to the same copy. So, there is no network communication required to move the data
from a certian node to another. The page size was the default value which is 64 MB.
For Hadoop, we set the number of reducers to 48 and the number of mappers varies
from 200 to 650 according to the number of partial input files. The data replication
factor was 10.

Figures 4 and 5 show the log10 of the running time and the speedup for the three
implementations respectively. Speed up is defined as:

Speedup = TH

TMRO
, (1)

where TH is the Hadoop or MR-MPI execution time and TMRO is our MRO-MPI
execution time. As we can see from the figures, our MRO-MPI model and MR-MPI
model [21] achieve high speedup compared to Hadoop when the data size is less than
5 GB. The reason for that is the time consumed by Hadoop to start and terminate the
tasks. Also, Hadoop is mainly designed for large datasets. For data with size more
than 5 GB, Hadoop becomes faster than MR-MPI, but not faster than our model.
The reason is that both of Hadoop and MR-MPI follow the same model, but Hadoop
has its own file system, which is based on moving the computation power instead of
moving the data in contrast to MR-MPI. For Hadoop, this means that, during the
computation, if the data is located in machine X and a reduce or a map function is
running on machine Y, Hadoop terminates the task on Y and starts it on X instead
of moving the data from X to Y. This is done based on some calculations defining
the cost of moving the data. For our model, we achieve high speed up comparing
to Hadoop and MR-MPI, because of the overlapping with the same number of
machines but with less number of mappers and reducers. For example, for 27 GB
our model is 1.7 times faster than Hadoop and 4.2 faster than MR-MPI.

Fig. 4 WordCount example:
the x-axis shows the data size
in gigabytes. The y-axis shows
the log10 of the running time.
The value in the table under
the figure shows the running
time in seconds. The values
above the columns shows the
size of each partial file in the
data set. As we can see,
MRO-MPI outperforms
MR-MPI [21] and Hadoop
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Fig. 5 Figure shows the speedup based on different data sizes. The x-axis shows the data size in GB.
The y-axis shows the speedup

Another reason for this speed up is the partial reduction process. The size of the
reduced data is smaller than the original data size. In our model, we save the reduced
data and avoid the intermediate pairs. This means that we save memory and it is hard
to have I/O access. Hadoop and MR-MPI save the pairs in the memory. The size of
the pairs is larger than the original data size because each element is identified by a
pair. This means that they need to access the hard-disk at some point.

For example, assume that the word “play” appeared three time in the corpus.
For our MRO-MPI, the mappers produce three pairs <“play”, 1> the key is the
word and the value is 1. Assume also the size of each pair is about 8 bytes. During
examining the rest of the corpus, these pairs are sent to the reducers and the reducer
save them as one pair with value equals to 3 <“play”, 3> so the new size after the
partial reduction still the same 8 bytes. For Hadoop and MR-MPI, the three pairs
are saved in the memory of the mappers until all the mapping is done. This means
that they need extra memory at some point to save the pairs, and they have to access
the hard-disk. For the previous example, the mappers need 24 bytes in the memory.
Hence, with partial reduction we avoid the hard-disk access as much as possible.

Figure 6 shows the effect of changing the threshold value T. The T value is the
message chunk size in bytes. Normally in MPI, sending small chunks of data between
processes increase the running time, because of the communication latency. The
same effect happens when we send large chunks through the network, because of
the bandwidth. So, for different data sizes we have tested the effect of changing
the T value. We found that the best time was achieved when the chunk type is
CHAR array, with size in the range of 9.7 KB to 4 MB. Figure 7 shows the effect of
choosing MPI_CHAR against a simple structure that consists of a key of type CHAR
array of size 100 and a value of type INT. As we can see, the structure degrade the
performance of the model for the same data sets with the same configurations.

5.2 Distributed inverted indexing

Our second application is the construction of distributed inverted files. The definition
of an inverted file was presented in Section 2.2.1.
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Fig. 6 Figure shows the effect of changing T. The x-axis shows the chunk size in megabytes. The
y-axis shows the running time in minutes

5.2.1 MapReduce for distributed inverted f iles

In order to preserve acceptable indexing time, the process should be done in parallel.
McCreadie et al. [17] presented a good analysis about building an inverted index
using MapReduce. The general idea is to build the inverted files on the fly in parallel
without the need to access the hard-disk during processing. In our implementation,
we apply one of their methods but based on our MRO-MPI model. The mappers are
responsible to read and tokenize terms from every document. Mapper nodes emit
(key, value) pairs. The key is the term extracted from the file and the value is the
document name and the corresponding TF value for the term:

(Km, Vm) = (term, (document name, tf )).

The (key, value) pairs are further sent to the reducing nodes. The partitioning
function distributes the data based on their lexicographic order, each reducer being
responsible for a certain range of terms. For example, if we have 26 reducers, reducer
1 is be responsible for all the terms start with character “a”, reducer 2 for terms starts
with “b”, and so on. Each reducing node only receives the terms located within its
lexicographic range. As the same terms from all documents are saved into the same

Fig. 7 Figure shows the effect
of changing of choosing
MPI_CHAR against MPI
derived data types. The x-axis
shows the running time in
minutes and the y-axis shows
the data size in gigabytes
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database, reducer nodes can calculate the correct value of the IDF and then assign a
weight to every term according to the TF-IDF scheme. In this example, the reducers
do not work on the partial data as before. Instead, they concatenate this partial data
until the mapper is done and then calculate the TF-IDF, which is not time consuming
as the data is grouped and sorted.

5.2.2 Experiments

Figure 8 illustrates an example of the XML data used. Table 2 gives the running
time in minutes. The first row shows the number of the reducers; 4, 13 and 26. The
first column shows the number of mappers; 4, 10, 13, 20, 22, and 44. The value 0 for
mappers and reducers corresponds to, the sequential time. The running time using
Hadoop was 40 minutes using 93961 mappers, 26 reducers and replication factor 20
on the same cluster. Compared to our results which were obtained using 22 mappers
and 26 reducers, our implementation was faster due to the partial copy, which is done
during the mapping process.

MapReduce ratio From the reducer side, for 13 and 26 reducers and 4, 10, 13, 20
and 22 mappers, the running time decreases when the number of mappers increases.
This is expected as the mappers do most of the work, and more mappers means that
the workload is divided, which helps to improve the performance. But, when the
number of mappers is high comparing to the number of reducers, the running time
increases. The reason is that the reducers are not able to handle all the received data
in an efficient way. For example, that happens for 4 reducers with respect to 13, 20,
22, and 44 mappers. The rate of emitting the (key, value) pairs is much higher than
the rate of receiving, due to lower number of reducing nodes. From the mapper side,
for 10, 13, 20 and 22 mappers with respect to 4, 13 and 26 reducers, the running time
decreases when the number of reducers increases. More reducers help to decrease
the communication load, which helps to improve the performance. This is not the
case for 4 mappers, the running time increases when the number of reducers is larger
than the double of mappers. The reason is the large number of reducers relative
to the mappers. Mappers need to communicate with a high range of reducers with
high load of data, which increases the communication time and affects the total
performance.

For 44 mappers and 13 and 26 reducers, there is not such speedup, although the
number of mappers and reducers are high. The reason is cluster overloading. Our
cluster is composed of 48 cores and the number of processes are 57 and 70, which

Fig. 8 Example of XML data used in indexing
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Table 2 The table shows the running time for indexing in minutes with respect to different number
of mappers and reducers

Map/Reduce 0 4 13 26

0 81.6 − − −
4 − 39.2 46.6 51.7
10 − 41.5 39.8 39.2
13 − 66 28.8 24
20 − 111.9 19.6 18.5
22 − 113.9 16.45 14.2
44 − 118.5 125.2 45.8

For example, the value 14.2 is the running time for 22 mappers and 26 reducers. Sequential time is
represented for 0 mappers and reducers

means that the numbers of processes running is much higher than the number of
actual cores, this affects the performance of the system.

Based on our experiments, we found that when the number of mappers and
reducers increase, the running time systematically decreases, with a non-linear decay,
but we should care about the ratio between them and we should not overload the
cores with more than one process. The best ratio between the mappers and reducers
is found to be:

2M ≥ R ≥ M.

Where M is the number of mappers and R is the number of reducers. Figures 9 and 10
show the effect of changing the number of mappers for the reducers and vice versa.
Sequential time (one node for all the processing) was obtained on the master node
of our cluster, which holds 32 GB memory and 8 processors.

5.3 Distributed approximate similarity search

The third application is the permutation-based distributed indexing using MapRe-
duce for parallel similarity search.

Fig. 9 Figure shows the running time of 4, 13 and 26 reducer for different number of mappers. As
we can see, the best timing is achieved when 2M ≥ R ≥ M with no machine overloading
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Fig. 10 Figure shows the running time of 4, 10, 13, 20, 22 and 44 mappers for different number of
reducers. As we can see, the best timing is achieved when 2M ≥ R ≥ M with no machine overloading

5.3.1 Permutation-based indexes

The intuition behind the permutation-based indexes is based on “predicting closeness
between elements according to how they order their distances towards a distin-
guished set of anchor objects” [2, 10]. Given a collection of N objects oi in a domain
D = {o1 . . . oN}, and a distance function d : D × D → � between the objects. We
assume that the distance function d(., .) follows the metric space postulates [29]
∀oi, o j, ok ∈ D:

– oi = o j ⇐⇒ d(oi, o j) = 0 identity,
– d(oi, o j) ≥ 0 non-negativity,
– d(oi, o j) = d(o j, oi) symmetry and
– d(oi, ok) ≤ d(oi, o j) + d(o j, ok) triangle inequality.

A set of n reference objects R = {r1, r2, . . . rn} ⊂ D is randomly selected from D.
Each object oi ∈ D is represented by an ordered list Loi . The ordered list for each
object contains the reference points set sorted by their distance d to the object oi.
More formally, Loi is the permutation of (1, . . . , j, . . . , n) according to the distance
function d. P(Loi , r j) returns the position of the reference object r j within the ordered
list Loi of object oi. For example, P(Loi , r j) = 5 means that r j is the 5th nearest
reference point to the object oi. Figures 11a and b show a group of objects and their
ordered list respectively.

The permutation lists for all object are saved in the main memory. For a given
query q, an ordered list Lq is computed as for the database objects with respect to
the same reference points. The similarity between the query and the database objects
is measured by comparing the permutation lists using Sperman Footrule Distance
(SFD) [29].

SF D(oi, q) =
∑

r∈R

|P(Loi , r) − P(Lq, r)| (2)
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11 Example of Metric inverted files. a Black circles are reference objects; white circles are data
objects; the gray circle is query object. b Ordered lists for all data objects oi. c Inverted index; the
vocabulary are the reference points and the posting lists are pairs of data objects and their positions

5.3.2 Metric inverted f iles

Amato and Savino [2] presented the metric inverted files (MIF) for indexing
permutation-based indexes. Using the definition of the inverted files in Section 2.2.1,
the dictionary in MIF is the set of reference points and the posting list for a reference
point r j contains a list of pairs (oi, P(Loi , r j))∀oi ∈ D. Figure 11c shows an example
of MIF. For Searching [2] a given query q, an accumulator is assigned to each object
oi ∈ D and initialized to zero. The posting list for each reference point is accessed
and the accumulator is updated by adding the difference between the position of
the current reference object in the ordered list of the query and the position of
current object, using (2). After checking the posting lists of all the reference points,
the objects are sorted based on their accumulator value.

In [2], authors have improved the performance of the algorithm by indexing the
objects with respect to some nearest reference objects only and perform the search
using these nearest reference objects. They experimentally proved that the nearest
reference objects are the most relevant ones. The complexity of this basic algorithm
is O(nN), where n is the number of reference objects and N is the number of objects.
Algorithm 1 [2] explains the main idea for searching for a given query q.

Algorithm 1 Basic MIF searching algorithm

IN: Query: q,
Reference Object list on n elements: R,
Posting lists assigned to each reference object for m objects;

OUT: Sorted Objects list: out
1. Create a list of accumulators A[0 . . . n]
2. Set accumulators values to 0
3. For each r ∈ R
4. Let � be the posting list for the reference object r
5. Set i ←− 0
6. For each pair (o, P(Lo, r)) ∈ �

7. Set A[i] = A[i] + |P(Lo, r) − P(Lq, r)|
8. i ←− i + 1
9. Sort(A)
10. out ← A
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5.3.3 Distributed metric inverted f iles indexing

In this work, we are more focusing on the indexing part. The direct way of building
distributed inverted files is the posting list decomposition (PLD). The PLD was
proposed in [25] for text indexing. We use the same technique, but for approximate
similarity metric searching through three ways of distributed indexing based on MPI
and MRO-MPI. The main idea of PLD is to divide the posting lists on number of
processes and for searching each process accesses its own partial posting lists only.
Then combine the results and send it back to the user. Figure 12 shows the posting
list decomposition structure. For example, the posting list for reference point 1 in
Fig. 11c is divided into four lists. Each list is processed by a different process. Using
MapReduce, we can build these distributed inverted files in parallel. We propose
two algorithms for indexing based on MapReduce, pre-posting list and pre-ordered
list. An alternative is to implement directly using MPI our Local indexing algorithm.
For the three algorithms, we assume that the reference points are available to all
processes.

Pre-posting list The vector file is divided into small chunks. These vectors represent
the objects. Each map function handles a chunk. The map functions read the vectors
and emit a sequence of (key, value) pairs. The key is the reference-id Iri . The value is
composed of the object-id Ioi and the position of the reference point in the ordered
list of this object P(Loi , ri):

(Km, Vm) = (Iri , (Ioi , P(Loi , ri))).

Hence, all the work is done by the mappers and the reducers only receive the
pairs to organize and save them. The partitioning function distribute the pair based
on the object-id Ioi . For example, if we have 1,000 objects and 5 reducers, then each
reducer handles 200 objects. Reducer 0 handles objects with id from 0 to 199, reducer
1 handles objects with id from 199 to 399 and so on. Algorithms 2 and 3 show the
pseudo-code of the mapping and reducing functions respectively.

Pre-ordered list In pre-posting list algorithm, all the work is done by the mappers
and the reducers just organize the data. Hence, if we divided the work between the
mappers and reducers we can achieve high performance. Similar to pre-posting list,
the vectors file is divided into small chunks. Each map function handles a chunk. The
map functions read the vectors and emit a sequence of (key,value) pairs. The key of

Fig. 12 Posting lists decomposition algorithm. The posting lists are divided on four processes
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Algorithm 2 Pre-posting list mapping

IN: Key: chunk name
Value: vectors

OUT: Key: Object ID Iri

Value: Ordered list (Ioi , P(Loi , ri))

1. Read the objects in Ob jarr and the reference points in Ref arr
2. For each o ∈ Ob jarr
3. Generate ordered list Loi

4. Sort the ordered list Loi

5. For each r ∈ Ref arr
6. Get the position of r in Loi ; P(Loi , ri)

5. emit(Iri ,(Ioi , P(Loi , ri)))

the map function is the object-id Ioi and the value is the ordered list Loi related to
this object:

(Km, Vm) = (Ioi , Loi).

Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo-code of the mapping function. The partitioning
function is similar to the one used in the pre-posting list algorithm. When the reducers
receive the data, they build their own posting lists by calculating the P(Loi , ri) for
each reference in the ordered list of the received objects. Algorithm 5 shows the
pseudo-code of the reducing function.

Local indexing Here, we use the basic MPI functions to index the objects without
MapReduce. We divide the data domain D of N objects randomly into p sub-
domains of equal sizes D0 . . . Dp, where p is the number of parallel processes. Each
process then starts to build its own inverted file data structure based on the global
reference points and the partial data it has access to. Accordingly, each process
is responsible for all the references with partial posting list. Hence, there is no
need to transfer data between the processes. Each process has its part and builds
it independently.

Searching For the three algorithms, the inverted file is partitioned and distributed.
Therefore, to answer a query q, all partial inverted files need to be scanned. A broker

Algorithm 3 Pre-posting list reducing

IN: Key: Refrence Object id Iri

Value: List of < Ioi , P(Loi , ri)) >

OUT: Key: Object ID Ioi

Value: Position in the ordered list P(Loi)

1. For each p ∈< Ioi , P(Loi , ri)) >

2. Save it in the posting list of reference object Iri

3. emit(posting list)
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Algorithm 4 Pre-ordered lists mapping

IN: Key: chunk name
Value: vectors

OUT: Key: object id Ioi

Value: ordered list Loi

1. Read the objects in Ob jarr and the reference points in Ref arr
2. For each o ∈ Ob jarr
3. Generate ordered list Loi

4. Sort the ordered list Loi

5. emit(Ioi ,Loi )

process accepts query requests. These queries are then broadcasted to all other
processes. After receiving, each process starts to index the query and to apply the
search on its local inverted file. Once done, every process sends its local accumulators
to the broker process. The broker concatenates the accumulators and sorts the
objects based on their accumulator values. More formally, in Algorithm 1, the for
loop in lines 6–8 can run in parallel over the different partial domains D0, D1, . . . Dp.
Thus, theoretically the memory usage is reduced from O(nN) to O(n N

p ) and the

complexity leads to O(n N
p ) + ts, where n =

n∑
i=0

ni and ts is the time needed to receive

the partial ranked objects. In this algorithm, all the reference points need to be
checked and all the processes which have a partial posting lists have to participate
to answer a query.

5.3.4 Experiments

We have compared the performance of the three algorithms, which we have already
discussed. Our dataset consists of 4,594,734 (84-dimensions) objects. For the pre-
posting list and the pre-ordering list, we performed two experiments. The first one
uses 10 cores as mappers and 10 cores as reducers. The second experiment uses 20
cores as mappers and 20 cores as reducers. The threshold value T is set to 1.8 MB.
For local indexing, we have indexed the data using 10 cores and then using 20 cores.

Algorithm 5 Pre-ordered lists reducing

IN: Key: object id Ioi

Value: List of ordered lists Loi

OUT: Key: Object ID Ioi

Value: Position of reference ri in the ordered list P(Loi)

1. For each r ∈ Loi

2. Calculate P(Loi , ri)

3. Add (Ioi , P(Loi , ri)) to the posting list of r
4. emit(posting list)
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We have compared the performance of the three algorithms for different number of
cores.

Indexing time Due to memory limitations, the sequential algorithm can not handle
this data. We have 4,594,734 objects and each pair in the posting list needs about 8
bytes. For 1,000 reference objects we need about 34 GB of memory, which cannot be
supported by any of our machines.

Figure 13 shows the indexing time for pre-posting list, pre-ordering list and local
indexing. For the three algorithms, when the number of cores increases, the indexing
time decreases. Also, when the number of reference objects increases the running
time increases. As we can see from the figure the pre-ordered list algorithm is faster
than pre-posting list algorithm. There are two reasons for that. The first reason is the
rate of emitting the data. In pre-posting list, at each emitting the map function emits
the reference-id, the object-id and the position of the reference point in the ordered
list of the object. So, if we have 1,000 object and 10 reference points the mapping
function emits 10,000 pairs. On the other hand, for the pre-ordered list algorithm the
mapping function emits the object-id and the ordered list. So , if we have 1,000 object
and 10 reference points the mapping function emits 1,000 pairs only. Figure 14 shows
the average output of each mapping function in gigabytes for the two algorithms. As
we can see, the average output of each mapping function for pre-ordering list is less
than the average output of the pre-posting list algorithm. Also, for the two algorithms,
when the number of nodes increase the average output decreases.

The second reason is the way of organizing the work between mappers and
reducers. In pre-posting list, all the work is done by the mappers and the reducers
only save the received pairs. On the other hand for the pre-ordered list algorithm the
work is divided between them and that decreases the running time. Hence, the way
of choosing the (key, value) pairs beside the way of dividing the work between the
mappers and reducers are affecting the performance.

Fig. 13 Figure shows the indexing time for the three algorithms with respect to different number of
cores. The x-axis shows the number of reference points used for indexing and the y-axis shows the
running time in seconds
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Fig. 14 Average output of each mapping function. The x-axis shows the number of reference points
and the y-axis shows the data size in gigabytes

The local indexing algorithm is much faster than the two algorithms. The reason is
that there is no data exchange between the cores, which improves the performance.
At the same time, MPI misses the simplicity. More time and experience are required
for coding the algorithm using MPI than using MRO-MPI. So, MapReduce is useful
and makes the parallel programming an easy process, but is not suitable for all
applications, as we can get better performance using normal MPI.

Searching time Figure 15 shows the average searching time for algorithms PLD
based on 10 different queries from the datasets. The x-axis shows the number of

Fig. 15 Figure shows the average search time for posting list decomposition relative to 100, 500,
1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 reference points (R)
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Fig. 16 Recall: The x-axis
shows the number of reference
points and the y-axis shows the
average recall relative to K =
1, 10, 30, 50 points

cores and the y-axis shows the running time in seconds. Similar to indexing when the
number of cores increases the average response time decreases.

Recall and position error Here, we measure both the recall and the position error
[29] for each algorithm. Given a query q the recall is defined as:

Recall = |S ⋂
SA|

|S| (3)

and the position error is defined as:

Position Error =

∑

o∈SA

|P(X, o) − P(SA, o)|

|SA|.|D| (4)

where S and SA are the ordering of K top ranked objects to q for exact similarity
search and approximate similarity search respectively. X is the ordering of dataset D
with respect to their distance from q and P is defined in Section 5.3.1.

Fig. 17 Position error: The x-axis shows the number of reference points and the y-axis shows the
average position error. Recall and position error measured relative to K = 1, 10, 30, 50 points
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Figures 16 and 17 show the average recall and the average position error relative
to 1, 10, 30, 50 K-top points based on 10 different queries from the datasets. The
average recall and the average position error is similar to those obtained using the
sequential implementation [2] with better computing performance as it is the same
structure but it is accessed in parallel.

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper proposes a new way of handling the MapReduce programming model
using MPI for fast large scale data processing. We have proposed the idea of the
overlap between the map and reduce functions using MPI “MRO-MPI”, which
speeds up the process. The main advantages of our model are:

1. Maintain the simplicity of MapReduce.
2. Speed up: with the same number of nodes and less number of mappers and

reducers we achieved high speedup comparing to other implementation of
MapReduce.

3. No dependency: we removed the dependency between the two functions. The
reducers do not have to wait until the mappers are done.

To evaluate our model, we have tested it on three different applications. The
first one is the WordCount example. Using our model we achived a high speedup
comparing to Hadoop and the earlier implementation of MapReduce-MPI. For
example, for 53 GB our model is 2.8 times faster than Hadoop and 5.3 faster than
MR-MPI. Also, we have discussed the threshold value T and the derivative data
types against normal MPI data types and how these can affect the running time of
our model.

In the second application, we have indexed text data using our model against
Hadoop. From the results, our model is faster than Hadoop. Also, we have discussed
the ratio of mappers to reducers and how this can affect the running time.

In the third application, we have indexed high dimensional multimedia data using
our model against normal MPI. Results show that the way of arranging the mappers
and reducers work and the rate of emitting can affect the running time. Also, we
have shown that we can get better performance using MPI without MapReduce, but
in trade of simplicity and coding time.

For future work, we will release a library for MapReduce overlapping based on
MPI. We also are planning to make a deeper analysis on the communication time
and use contiguous and noncontiguous MPI data types to see how this can affect the
system performance.
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